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IDC’s IoT Definition
IDC defines IoT as a network of networks of
uniquely identifiable endpoints (things) that
communicate without human interaction using
mobile connectivity – be it locally or globally.
Objects become interconnected, make
themselves recognizable and acquire
intelligence in the sense that they can
communicate information about themselves
and access information that has been provided
by other sources.
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IoT Maturity Today: Key Business Investment
IoT is a key enabler of digital business transformation. Timely and controlled access to the data insights
provided by connected devices and sensors enables the creation of new processes, products and
business models. This leads to informed business decisions.
Enterprises across the world realize the potential of IoT deployments for their organization. Pilots and
proof of concept (POC) type projects have preceded the real deployments we are seeing today.
However, many organizations are finally evolving from piloting IoT technologies to launching real

IoT Plans — Total Europe vs. Western
Europe

Q. Would you say your organization is currently undertaking
any IoT activities?

projects, seeking to gain the necessary insights to drive business innovation.
In order to understand end users’ intentions to invest in IoT, IDC surveyed over 1,360 companies in EMEA
in 2017 and over 4,500 worldwide in 2016.
Some data on the European survey: number of companies interviewed — Czech Republic 100, Hungary 100, Poland 100, Romania
100, Russia 150, France 135, Germany 135, Italy 135, Nordics 135, Spain 135, the UK 135. Industry segments: banking and insurance

19%

25%

104, retail 209, manufacturing 337, construction and resources 60, government 133, education 56, healthcare 122, transport 96,
utilities 92, professional services and IT services 65, telecoms 51, and others 35.

Total Europe
(WE+CEE)

Global survey 2016 vertical split: Total of 4514 companies split into Financial services 966, Government 415, health and lifescience

18%

7%

18%
20%

Yes, pilot projects
Yes, full deployments
No, but planning to in next 12-18 months

659, manufacturing 934, retail 844, utilities 284, others 415

25%

20%

Over a third of EMEA organizations are already deploying pilots and real implementations, with a

Western
Europe

29%

remaining 39% already planning or considering future investments in IoT.

19%

Less than a quarter of EMEA organizations admit to not having any plans to conduct IoT investments for
the time being. This proportion is much smaller (7%) in Western European organizations.
A further 53% of EMEA enterprises believe IoT has a strategic impact for their organizations,

No, but considering it
No, and not planning to
Source: IDC EMEA IoT Survey, 2017

helping them to compete more effectively in today’s market. And a further 16% believe IoT to be
transformational, helping the organization to innovate and identify new lines of business.
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Sizing the Opportunity
Worldwide spending on the Internet of Things (IoT) is forecast
to reach $772.5 billion in 2018, an increase of 14.6% over the
$674 billion spent in 2017.

26%

North
America

9%

22%

Japan

EMEA

Manufacturing ($189 billion), transportation ($85 billion), and

40%

utilities ($73 billion) are the three industries that are expected

APAC

excl. Japan

to spend the most on IoT solutions in 2018.
This growth will largely be driven by solutions that
support manufacturing operations and production asset
management, freight monitoring and fleet management, and
investment in smart grids for electricity, gas, and water.

2%

Latin
America

Cross-industry IoT spending, which represents use cases
common to all industries, such as connected vehicles and
smart buildings, will be nearly $92 billion in 2018 and rank
among the top areas of spending throughout the five-year
forecast.

IoT Investments will reach

$772 billion

in 2018 worldwide
Source: IDC Worldwide Semiannual Internet of Things Spending Guide, Nov 2017
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IoT End-User Challenges
What are the challenges, if any, that you have already
encountered with your IoT solution?

IoT deployments, however, can be more complex than initially anticipated.
Over one-third of European organizations admit that the implementation process was more
complex than expected.
Among the challenges encountered by end users, for example:

DATA PRIVACY CONCERNS

36.8%

Data privacy concerns, such as understanding the limitations related to who the
data collected belongs to, what can be done with it, its credibility and reliability and
secure transportation, are some key concerns across European organizations.

ONGOING COSTS

Unpredictable and unexpected on-going costs of live IoT deployments, especially

35.3%

those related to connectivity and maintenance of the solution.
Software security, in particular avoiding data breaches from external sources, for
example. This is an increasingly important concern in view of the rapid growth of IoT

SOFTWARE SECURITY

devices being deployed and latest security breaches.

34.1%

Skills for both IoT use cases and the underlying infrastructure are also a concern,
especially in terms of understanding of the entire IoT ecosystem.

“

Only after we had started the project
did we ask ourselves who would have
access to the data, who it belongs to
and what were the limits to use it.
Source: IDC Tata Project Interviews, 2017

”

“

Monetizing IoT through data
management, modeling, and
extraction can be like playing
with a giant with muddy feet.

”

A number of organizations still have KPIs that are
vague or too general to measure some of these areas
in their IoT initiatives.
Source: IDC EMEA IoT Survey, October 2017
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IoT Connectivity Technologies
Traditional
Cellular
2/2.5G
GPRS/EDGE

Short Range
Wireless

Wired

LPWAN and
other WWAN

Attitudes to Connectivity
Satellite

Costs related to the different connectivity options available for IoT
implementations are also a major cause of concern for end users across

WIFI/802.11

Fiber

NB-IoT

L-band

regions.
In many cases, connectivity alternatives are highly linked to the user cases

3G GSM/CDMA

Zigbee/802.14

ATM/Frame relay

LTE-M

4G LITE

900
MHz/proprietary

Ethernet

Sigfox

6LoPAN

MPLS

LoRA

HaLOW

POTS

6LoPWAN

Powerline

WIMAX

5G

C-band

and their particular requirements.

LowPowerWideArea technologies enable devices to be
connected in situations where external power is unavailable and
where it’s impractical to change the battery frequently.
Having to negotiate individual agreements with different cellular
providers in all countries where we operate can be inefficient from
a cost perspective, as well as time consuming.
We had the perception that certain technologies could be quite

Fixed Microwave

expensive.
Source: IDC Tata Project Interviews, 2017

WiSun

Connectivity costs become extremely important in cross-regional and
global IoT implementations, in particular.
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Wireless Connectivity

Attitudes to Connectivity — Worldwide

9%

12%

6%

30%
42%

Cellular connections — 3G, 4G
Fixed-line connections — fixed/static IP, WAN

In particular, wireless connectivity is a critical enabler of Internet of Things (IoT)
adoption. However, the many flavors of wireless connectivity are cause for much
concern and confusion among end users, creating a sense of uneasiness in some of
the finance departments responsible for figuring out the RoI of IoT implementations.
Those focused on discovering new, top-line revenue streams using IoT realize that
it will be a long, drawn out battle to figure out the right unit economics for success.
These dynamics result in a sense of urgency to find the right IoT technology that will
accelerate their ability to pilot various use cases.

Short range connections — Bluetooth, WiFi, Zigbee
Low Power Wide Area — NB-IoT, LoRa, SigFox
Other — Satellite, NFC, MQTT
Source: IDC WW IoT Survey, 2016

Increasingly, IoT applications will require network coverage even in remote
locations. IoT satellite operators have a strategic lead over terrestrial
deployments as providers of connectivity for deployments such as remote facility
monitoring in unmanned sites and offshore platforms.
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Partnering for Success
Almost all organizations find navigating the complex IoT
ecosystem a challenge. The large — and growing —
partner ecosystem can be daunting, and according to
IDC not one single company is capable of providing a
complete end to end IoT solution.
This increases the importance of ensuring strong and wide-reaching
partnerships are in place. When considering a particular IoT vendor, end

users must look carefully at the wider partner network vendors bring with
them, to help them support specific needs and scale.
From communications service providers (for the provision of cellular
connectivity), to systems integrators (which can guarantee an integrated
solution) and industry players (which can offer insights and detailed
knowledge of particular industries), IoT solution providers need to prove
they have strong partnerships in place that allow them to provide a
seamless IoT service.
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The Fragmented IoT Ecosystem
HARDWARE
Embedded Suppliers

IoT Modules

IoT Gateways

Servers

Storage

SOFTWARE
Embedded Software

IoT Platforms
Application Enablement Platforms

Analytics

Connectivity Management Platforms

SERVICES
Communications Service Providers

Security

STANDARDS
Systems Integrators

Connectivity Protocols

Standards Orginazations

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

Source: IDC Market Glance: Internet of Things, 3Q17 • For areas that IDC covers, the top 3-5 market share leaders are represented. For areas that IDC does not cover, vendor selection is up to analyst discretion
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Positive Results

Market Opportunity

Despite many IoT initiatives still being in their infancy
and pilot stages, most organizations recognize IoT as
an integral part of their innovation strategy and growth
plans, having committed further budget to IoT projects
in the coming years.

“

Results better than expected. We plan
to continue with the existing project and
expand to other areas.

“

IoT is now an integral part of our strategy.
There is no way back.

We are already evaluating new initiatives.

Q. Do you have plans to invest in any IoT initiative similar to the ones described
earlier in the coming 12-18 months?

YES: 93%
NO: 7%

Source: IDC Tata Project Interviews, 2017
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Lessons Learnt
Things to look out for in IoT implementations, as stated by those end users who’ve experienced the process, are:

1.
2.

Choose your technology partner carefully. IoT projects often involve long-term equipment and solutions. Seek a partner that can support your long-term
strategy and vision.
Connectivity is the foundational pillar of a successful IoT implementation. Ensure you have a clear understanding of what it can offer but also the costs it
implies once the solution has been launched, in order to avoid unexcepted ongoing costs. For those seeking global or cross-regional solutions, a partner
that can become a single point of contact can help reduce complexity.

3.

Don’t underestimate the complexity of an IoT implementation. Paying attention to potential challenges regarding data privacy and software security earlier
in the planning phase is worthwhile. Having a clear set of KPIs will not only help measure the success of the project, but also reduce potential challenges.
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